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SYNOPSIS

The rst autumn storm shakes the trees in the street, and inside, Rufus snuggles

in his best armchair while sipping his tea - with two pieces of sugar in it. The

storm warns of something unforeseen and dangerous. 

Soon, the most bizarre events will bring the comfortable city fox far from his safe

armchair and his warm living room. As far from home as he has ever been

before...

The Nordic Literature Council wrote in their motivation:

"Are we products of nature or culture? This well-known dichotomy is the focal

point of this charming and amusing picture story of the fox, Rufus, who lives in

the city, but one night, strays into the forest where he meets a bunch of wild

foxes. Before long, a “wild and foreign feeling” takes root in Rufus who runs

around playfully without clothes – quite without missing his at, armchair and

hot cup of tea. (…)

The will of the work is its own, yet the narrative manages to accommodate

readers of all ages and gives them something they did not know they wanted.

It’s a question of going along with the story’s own unique premise and allowing

yourself to be absorbed by a universe that balances razor-sharp between nature
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and that which is cultivated – by a fox. Or is it the other way around?”
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